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Grill Warning & Illumination (customer supplies mounting brackets)

or

iLEDTM Series
Dominate your safety using warning, illumination, and design!  The 
iLED series delivers unprecedented functionality in an extremely 
rugged platform unlike anything else in the industry.  It provides the 
best option to keep you and your team safe, even in the worst lighting 
conditions.  Adaptable for a variety of horizontal and vertical 
applications with optics specifically designed for both.  The 4 user 
programmable modes allow an element of safety that has never 
before been seen!

RECT14 or RECT16 Series
RECT14 or RECT16 LEDs are powerful and rugged warning lights. 
Their ultra-high intensity, LED warning light delivers a huge impact in 
a small footprint. They have dual-mode technology to increase your 
safety and provide a long lasting, waterproof solution! The RECT16 
has optics that are designed to optimize the light spread for either 
horizontal mounting (RECT-16LS version) or vertical mounting 
(RECT-16LSV version)

970L Scorpion Lightbar / 970B Black Widow Lightbar

The most rugged and reliable lightbar in the industry. The low-profile, 
modern extruded aluminum or black powder-coated finish design 
lets you take the Scorpion or Black Window on or off road! The 
lightbar lamps have a patented linear vibration welding process to 
hermetically seal each individual module to ensure their electrical 
components are dust and water-proof.  Each module uses our Clear 
Vision optics which feature a hybrid Total Internal Reflector (TIR) 
collimator to collect more of the LED’s lumens and direct them 
where you need them: down the road.  This means the Scorpion™ and 
Black Widow can be extremely efficient and seen from a further 
distance, giving first responders a safer response, and allowing 
traffic to see an emergency scene from farther away with more time 
to react.

Front/Rear Interior Spider Lightbar
Front: SPDF10T-xx-F21, Rear: SPDR12-xx-F21

53” Lightbar

The Spider high intensity, low profile, interior LED lightbar is a full 
featured bar with the light output of a full sized exterior lightbar.  It is 
designed to mount in the upper front windshield or rear deck, the 
low-profile design is perfect for undercover and slick top vehicles.  
The shroud fits snugly along the contour of the windshield to prevent 
flashback,  specially designed high power 6 LED modules, two 45º 
intersection clearing modules plus two adjustable angle, flashing 
takedown modules insure optimum light output even through heavy 
window tint for forward facing warning.  The rear Spider includes 
twelve (12) specially designed high power 6 LED modules that 
includes a traffic advisor function for your rear safety.
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TOMAR Siren 948L-SIREN-R
The 948L-SIREN-R Digital Siren and Remote Control Panel is a 
reliable, powerhouse solution for controlling light and siren 
packages on any type of vehicle platform.  The foundation of this 
system is the 200w TOMAR 940 digital-siren amplifier, with the 
capability to not only output four distinct siren tones; but the ability 
to also control six auxiliary and three primary warning light modes, 
and a traffic director.  When combined with a TOMAR 970 Scorpion or 
Black Widow Lightbar, installation is simple by use of the optional 
RJ45 digital connection cable.

Carson Siren SC-411RS-Elite Force
The Carson SC-411RS Elite Force single tone siren is one in a series of 
sirens developed for smaller spaces with the same options as a full 
console unit.  This new remote siren introduces the new QuickClone® 
duplication technology making it easy to transfer option setting from 
one unit to another without the need for an external computer.  The 
Elite Force also features a splash resistant rubberized face with 
built-in push button switches and liquid repelling actuator flanges 
that allows for safe hydration inside the vehicle!

TRX Tactical Series
The TRX Tactical series lightbars combine the power of the TRX 
lights with Tomar’s high intensity warning lights.  The TRT series 
includes all the features of the TRX series lightbars plus warning 
modules in Amber, Blue, Red or Green.  Models that comply with SAE, 
CCR 13, and ECE65 are available! Also available with integrated 
940nm infrared lamp modules for covert operations.
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